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YOU MAKE 
US DO IT. 
YOU, DOING THINGS THAT MOST  
PEOPLE WOULDN’T EVEN CONSIDER.

DRAWING A LINE THAT’S RARELY INBOUNDS.

DESCENDING AT SPEEDS THAT  
WOULD GIVE YOUR UNDERWRITER PAUSE.

PUSHING YOURSELF IN WAYS NATURE AND GRAVITY NEVER INTENDED.

AS LONG AS YOU’RE RELENTLESSLY PUSHING FORWARD, WE WILL TOO.
 
We’re obsessing over your passion. Destroying more helmets in testing and development than some brands even create. We’re agonizing  

over vent sizes. Pouring our years, our hearts, into one goggle and one helmet at a time. Plainly said, we’re there when you need us most.

Giro was founded more than 30 years ago by Jim Gentes, a man with an obsession for design and answering unmet needs. That obsession led 

him to start making his own products, and ultimately resulted in a company committed to serving the rider… from expression to performance.

Our world has changed dramatically in the past three decades, but Giro has remained steadfastly committed to serving enthusiast riders.  

We are and always will be a product brand. We argue for weeks about the difference of less than a millimeter in a goggle’s nose bridge, of  

a headform or the chamfered edge of a vent. 

We are the brand that sweats the details. From the fit and finish of our helmets to the spectral curves of our VIVID lens technology to the  

positive click that the Contact goggle makes when the lens is secured. It’s that attention to detail that sets Giro apart.

We understand that skiing and snowboarding are more than just a fleeting hobby or a passing fad. Getting out on snow is the best part of a 

great life and your equipment deserves attention to the smallest of details.

So go ahead, keep striving for bigger, bolder and better. We’ll keep making the gear that gets you there.
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INTRODUCING

The new Giro Method goggle takes a page from the past with 

bold retro styling, but has been advanced with the most modern 

technology. This goggle is designed with the core rider in mind, 

whose mission is to progress in the park and pipe and look good 

doing so. The Method goggle’s most boast-worthy feature is the 

expanded field of view. Our product developers have worked 

hard to ensure the goggle sits as close to the face as possible for 

excellent vision in all directions, making spotting and stomping 

landings easier. Also noteworthy is the Method’s totally new vent 

design that not only creates a unique textured aesthetic, but also 

offers durability and structure at the same time. To top it all off, 

the Method is Adapt Strap-compatible, so riders can have their 

goggle look more personalized than ever before. Bonus: Method 

comes with two VIVID lenses with Optics by ZEISS®.
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GOGGLE

INTRODUCING

With a modern clean style, a beautiful toric VIVID lens with optics by ZEISS®, and seamless helmet integration,  

the new Giro Ringo goggle is sure to become the next classic. The Ringo offers sleek lines and comfortable style,  

making it an excellent choice for a myriad of riders—from seasoned skiers and snowboarders who wake up for first 

chair to champion fresh corduroy, to tweens getting to know all the blues and blacks on their local mountain. When 

comfort is key, style is mandatory, and excellent value is must, the Ringo hits all the marks.
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INTRODUCING

The Giro Neo MIPS helmet has been carefully crafted and 

introduced to the line to offer styling differentiation and elevated 

quality for riders of all abilities. Inspired by giant mountain 

landscapes and stylish smooth turns, the Neo MIPS’s distinct 

design lines provide a unique visual identity while encapsulating 

the two-polycarbonate components of the helmet. Riders will 

appreciate the sleek aesthetic of the hidden EPS foam as well as 

the beveled detail on the venting slider, so it can easily be adjust-

ed while wearing mittens or gloves. The Neo MIPS provides a 

comfortable helmet with a fresh take and elegant design.
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HELMET

INTRODUCING

The Avera MIPS’s most recognizable quality is its distinct design lines,  

inspired by giant mountain landscapes and smooth turns, that provide  

a visual identity while encapsulating the two-polycarbonate components 

of the helmet. Riders will appreciate the sleek aesthetic of the hidden 

EPS foam as well as the beveled detail on the venting slider, so it can 

easily be adjusted while wearing mittens or gloves. Extra luxe details on 

the Avera MIPS helmet include the Plush max liner along the chinstrap 

and on the inside of the ear pads for an easy-to-love cozy feel.




